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From June 12 to August 29, again along the Tiber in Rome ... Rome.

In the heart of town, between Ponte Sisto and Ponte Palatino, from sunset walks between the
docks are full, fun, culture.

The traditional event, which eight years cheers the Capitoline summer evenings, this year it is
proposed the greedy.
In addition to the walk through feature artisans on display, finding friends for a drink or dinner
on the river, along the Tiber in Rome ... expands and enriches the usual events with music and
entertainment, leaving ample space for cultural events.
The event is organized with the support of the Municipality of Rome - Department of Cultural
Policy and Communications.

The 2010 edition provides a rich and varied schedule of guests: a program ranging from
cinema to exhibitions, from cabaret to the "lessons of history" to more than live music, in
addition to the Roman tradition and pop music, including jazz and classical music. Of particular
interest cycle ROME NOIR book presentations that will present the greatest writers of this
genre to begin with Giancarlo De Cataldo from the appointment scheduled for July 14. The
appointment of another special event on July 16 with Andrea Rivera will present his book "Me
and me singing them sound" with a monologue written exclusively for the event.
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Of great appeal to the Third Edition of the Festival / Competition Short OTHER SHORT
gathering this year the best of short films worldwide. President of jury of this third edition,
Morando Morandini.
High interest is the exhibition of traditional and popular music from Italy and the world "cool
ourselves MEMORY" by the Circle Gianni Bosio.
Jazz fans but can not miss appointments with the best musicians and vocalists of the capital
with the exhibition "JAZZ ON SPEED".
We are also pleased to close this quick summary of events of the show with Sunday dedicated
to children and families with the "Grand Theatre eaters and MANGIAFIUME, puppet and magic
shows for adults and children.
The event - strictly for free admission - is structured as a date cut popular but with the goal of
providing a quality product.
The path along the river - also accessible and usable to people with disabilities - is declined in
three respects:

The shopping area

Italian and international artisans display their products, from fancy goods in addition to
products for wellness and leisure spaces, as in more traditional popular summer events. The
pace of the meeting in the square, the rub between the shops is renewed the cool river breeze.
The dining area
Bars and restaurants offer the opportunity for a drink enjoying the view of the Tiber Island or
dinner - at low prices - waiting to attend live shows.
The wide choice of ethnic cuisine and traditional Italian makes it even more pleasant to stay, to
enjoy Rome by a different point of view, lived in the streets outside the daily grind.
The area culture and entertainment
For the duration of the event and two stages will alternate entertainment and cultural events
info: http://www.lungoiltevereroma.it/
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